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100daysoftrump

Brussels-based non-profit organization The Skateroom has teamed up with Ai Weiwei and Shepard
Fairey to launch sets of limited edition skateboard decks in response to the anniversary of Donald
Trump’s 100th day as president, with both artists using the opportunity to deliver scathing critiques of
Trump’s first 100 days in office.

For his second collaboration with The Skateroom, Ai Weiwei has chosen to adorn his skateboard decks
with his influential work “Study of Perspective – White House” which consists of an image of the artist
giving the finger to the White House. “My favourite word is ‘act’. I am partnering with the Skateroom for
that very reason,” Ai Weiwei is quoted as saying.

Ai Weiwei’s set of three skateboard decks is available in a limited edition of 666 for $666.00 or a hand
signed and numbered limited edition of 66 for $3000. A significant part of the profit of this edition will
be used to support two different NGOs chosen by Ai Weiwei: Halklarin köprüsü based in Turkey, and
B’Tselem based in Israel.
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For his first collaboration with The Skateroom, Shepard Fairey has plastered his set of three skateboard
decks with a work titled “No Future” which features an image of a man reading a paper and the words
FOR APATHY! IGNORANCE! SEXISM! XENOPHOBIA! RACISM!. The collaboration is an evolution of
the DIY silk screened skateboard he began making in the 90’s as an art canvas to go on the wall.

“Trump appealed to an uninformed electorate who looked for scapegoats and were driven by most likely
one or more of the dark impulses listed in the image,” Shepard Fairey says on The Skateroom website.
“My art is usually social and political regardless of who is in the White House, but my concerns and
frustrations are amplified by the election of Donald Trump.”

Shepard Fairey’s “No Future” set of three skateboard decks is available in a limited edition of $450.00
for $450.00. For his first collaboration with The Skateroom, Shepard Fairey decided to support the
Amplifier Foundation which describes itself as an “Art Machine for Social Change.” 20% of the profit
from this edition will be donated to the Amplifier Foundation.

The boards can be purchased here (https://theskateroom.com/).
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